FOCUS ORCHARD UPDATE MAY 2019
BATLOW AND ORANGE
Prepared by Nic Finger, AgFirst
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FOCUS ORCHARDS
This article will focus on the Batlow (Seven Springs) and Orange (Stoneleigh) Focus Orchards.
All Focus Orchards collect and collate data on their focus blocks to ensure that they’re on track
with their cropping plan as well as to allow other industry members to follow what they are
doing.
You can monitor the progress and view more information on each Focus Orchard via
OrchardNet.
• Go to www.orchardnet.co.nz
o Username: focus
o Password: focus
The current focus orchards are:
Region
Stanthorpe

Focus Orchard
Savio

Batlow

Seven Springs

Orange

Stoneleigh

Northern Victoria

Turnbull Bros

Southern Victoria

Montague Orchards (Narre Warren)

Tasmania
South Australia
Western Australia

Hansen Orchards
Filsell’s Apples
RK & J Fox and Son

SEVEN SPRINGS (BATLOW)
Seven Springs is a 25-hectare apple orchard located in Batlow. With the target for the entire
apple crop being the premium end of the Sydney markets, it’s vital that fruit quality and size is
consistently met. Variety mix is spread relatively evenly across the property with strains of Pink
Lady, Gala and Fuji comprising the majority of the mature orchard, with a relatively large area
of Kanzi now coming into production.
One of the key challenges at Seven Springs is the management of biennial bearing for Fuji. With
some well-established blocks, as well as newer blocks, spread throughout the property,
minimisation of biennial bearing for this variety was identified at the onset of the Focus
Orchard programme as a key target to address.
FUJI BLOCK 6 – HISTORY

Figure 1 Fuji block 6 in July 2018

Variety:
Rootstock:
Row spacing:
Tree spacing:

Red Fuji (Naga Fu 1 or 2)
M26
4.0m
2.5m (1000 trees/ha)

As with many Fuji blocks, biennial bearing tendency is a major challenge for this block (Figure
2). Production is typically swinging between 50-60 tonnes/ha in the ‘on’ year and 1-14
tonnes/ha in the ‘off’ year. This gives us a 4-year rolling average of 26.5 gross tonnes/ha.
Breaking these figures down to a recoverable yield we’re typically seeing average fruit numbers
harvested per tree from as low as 10 to 300 fruit per tree depending on the year. Given these
figures, breaking the biennial swing has been a major focus for this block to improve the
consistency, and profitability, of the block.

Figure 2 Fuji block 6 gross production for 2014 – 2019 (estimate) relative to national average (whole
database) and average of the upper quartile.

OPTIONS CONSIDERED
There are a number of strategies that can be employed to improve return bloom in the
following season. Strategies that are commonly employed are listed below; the relative
influence of each method depends on the specific scenario and execution (timing, consistency
etc.) but together can assist to break the pattern when consistently applied each year.
•

•

•

•

Cropload
o Aggressive chemical thinning in the on-year
o Early thinning to the correct number per tree (we like to see all Fuji handthinned by the start of December – counting is vital to ensure early thinning is
actually reaching the goal)
Vigour control
o Root pruning
o Girdling
o Summer cuts – a stub cut at Christmas on pencil thick annual wood can form
two nice fruit buds if executed correctly
Plant growth regulators
o Ethephon – application as a chemical thinner and in early shoot growth has
been shown to improve return bloom outcomes
o NAA – application during the summer period has been demonstrated to
improve return bloom
To read more on the summer NAA program see:
https://apal.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/fo-ow-12-mar-plantgrowth-regulators-mcartney1.pdf
5ppm is 500mL/ha of the 2% product (generally the one in stock)
o Girdling – manipulation of the tree with girdles alters the
hormonal/carbohydrate balance within the tree promoting return bloom
o Prohexadione-calcium (Regalis or similar) – applied early in the bloom period
can assist with additional fruitset in the off-year. High rates will be negative.
Minimise tree stress
o Stress relative to temperature, water and nutrition can all impact the ability of
the tree for floral differentiation (deciding whether a bud is a flower or a leaf)

Given the limitations imposed by restrictions for off-label chemical usage in NSW it was
decided that the use of cropload and girdling were the best options for this block.
Note: It is important you’re aware of your state’s specific guidelines in regard to off-label
chemical usage. The above is intended only as a guideline of some options but may not be
allowed within your growing region. Check the product label and appropriate authorities’
rulings.

RESULTS

A fruit count in late January revealed an average fruit number per tree (red circle)
significantly higher than our target cropload (blue circle). Rather than being at a 50t/ha
cropload we were sitting at an 80t/ha setup. In order to ensure that fruit size, colour and
quality was maximised the block was re-thinned to get trees closer to the target cropload.
Whilst return bloom is likely to have been affected by the high cropload to late-January, the
re-thin will assist in maximising this season’s crop and should provide some benefit to next
year’s return bloom.
THINKING AHEAD…
Knowing that we’re likely to be entering the ‘off’ year this spring my notes for the next
discussion with Seven Springs about this block are:
•

•

•

Pruning
o Minimal pruning, consider waiting until bloom to provide a devigorating effect
and to see what flower there is to work with
o Root prune – single-side cut at approx. 4 times trunk diameter on this block
(roughly the herbicide strip). Likely to have a small negative impact on fruit size
o Heavy summer pruning likely to be required
Fruitset and chemical thinning
o Consider use of Regalis early in the season to improve fruitset and stall growth
o Chemical thinning
▪ Secondary thinner focussed
▪ Minimal primary thinner usage if return bloom challenged
For further information on controlling biennial bearing go to the Future Orchards
website

BATLOW TRIAL UPDATE – FUJI GIRDLING (MATURE) AND FIERO FUJI CROPLOADING
As part of the Future Orchards program two trials are being undertaken on the Seven Springs
orchard. Kevin Dodds (NSW DPI) has provided me with a project update which I have
summarised below and added in a few of my own comments to.
Biennial bearing patterns in young Fiero Fuji trees
Variability has been identified as a key factor to address in the young Fiero Fuji focus block.
Trees have been identified as per the below image and will be revisited at bloom to establish
return bloom percentage. A summary of measured tree croploads per cross sectional area for
“on” and “off” trees are also presented in the below table.

Figure 3 On (left) and off (right) trees in the Fiero Fuji block.

To help manage this type of variability, tagging trees (you might paint all of this year’s “off”
trees with a blue dot for instance) can help orchard staff to selectively manage these trees to
reduce the level of variability within the block. Strategies could include selective spur pruning,
earlier thinning or other altered orchard practises for the identified “off” trees that are likely
to be coming into their “on” year.
Table 1 Results from measurements to date; average of all collected data for each treatment group
Trunk Cross-Sectional Area
Trunk diameter
Tree status
Fruit per tree
Fruit/TCA
(cm)
(TCA, cm²)
“On”

4.17

112.7

13.6

8.3

“Off”

5.06

12.6

20.1

0.6

Girdling of mature MM106 Fuji trees
With trees coming into their “on” year, return bloom is a major concern for the 2020 harvest
season. One of the strategies identified to assist return bloom on this block was the use of latespring girdle (completed as a double-C with girdling knives following chemical thinning). This
was to be evaluated as part of the Future Orchards trial for Batlow.

Figure 4 Example of girdle and area of orchard tree was performed in.

Potential impacts of a girdling (dependent on timing) include:
• Improved fruit size
• Reduced vegetative shoot length
• Improved return bloom
• Increased fruitset
• Reduced fruit nutrient levels
• Earlier fruit maturity
Results to-date are presented on the following page.
Correcting biennial bearing issues can be approached in several ways but cropload (and the
associated gibberellin load on the plant) is one of the critical factors in floral bud
differentiation. Thinning to the correct cropload at an early stage in the season (8 weeks after
full bloom is a good target) is one of the single most effective ways to improve return bloom in
the next season and improve fruit quality in the current season.

Results
Whilst data collection is still not complete (return bloom is a key datapoint for this trial) a small
summary of February 2019 data is shown in the below table.
The NSW DPI team noted:
• Good reduction in vegetative shoot growth and earlier termination of these shoots
• Woolly apple aphid (WAA) levels were higher on girdled trees
o WAA colonised the girdle and shoots
o Potentially the girdle encouraged WAA into the tree earlier in the season
Whilst early in the trial; results are generally looking positive with a reduction in shoot growth.
Increased WAA levels are a concern and further exploration of WAA control needs to be
undertaken within this block. Encouragingly, A.mali had parasitised all assessed WAA colonies.
Table 2 Average fruit size and shoot attribute data for treatments in this trial.
Average fruit
Average shoot length (cm)
Shoots
Treatment diameter (mm)
n=20
terminated
n=100

Shoots with
WAA present

No girdle

63.2

56.9

95%

15%

Girdled

64.4

39.6

100%

75%

Figure 5 Girdle with woolly apple aphid (left). Difference in shoot extension growth between
treatments (right)

STONELEIGH – ORANGE FOCUS ORCAHRD
Stoneleigh, located in Orange, is a multi-crop property with 11 hectares planted to apples
under the watchful eye of Ian and Prue Pearce. The majority of the apple orchard is planted to
Gala strains but is changing with recent explorations into other varieties such as Kanzi, Bravo
and newer Pink Lady strains. This update will focus on the young Kanzi pruning demonstration
where a number of trees were poled back and others had some branches retained at the end
of first-leaf.

Figure 6 Johnson's corner Pink Chief (Pink Lady) block prior to harvest 2019.

For further information of any of the focus blocks at Stoneleigh login to OrchardNet using the
username “focus” and password “focus” to track progress to date.
Block

Variety

Rootstock

Planted

New Bravo

Bravo™ (ANABP-01)

M9

2017 (2nd leaf)

New Kanzi

Kanzi™ (Nicoter)

M9

2017 (2nd leaf)

Old Kanzi

Kanzi™ (Nicoter)

Bud. 9

2014 (5th leaf)

East Trellis

Galaxy

M26

2002

Tank

Galaxy

MM116

2009

Johnsons Corner

Pink Lady® (Pink Chief)

M9

2013

ORANGE TRIAL UPDATE – YOUNG KANZI (NICOTER); TO POLE OR NOT TO POLE?
As part of the Future Orchards program a trial evaluating the effect of poling back (removing
feathers) on young trees is being undertaken at Stoneleigh, our Orange focus orchard. Kevin
Dodds and Jess Fearnley (NSW DPI) have provided me with a project update which I have
summarised below.
At the June 2018 orchard walk there was a lively debate on the best approach to pruning a
young Kanzi block to optimise canopy establishment. Ross Wilson (AgFirst) and guest
presented Mark Ericksen (Waima Fruit Co.) had strongly opposing views which were decided
by the local growers as an ideal trial to put to the test.
The two pruning strategies to be undertaken were:
Pruning style

The “pruning rules”

•
Poling back (fully)

•

Remove all feathers/branches with a ‘toilet seat’ cut (~2cm)
o Extra length was given to ensure shoot return; can be a
challenge for the variety if too short
Leave the spurs on the trunk

•

“Clean up” the top 50cm of the trees. No shoots/spurs

•

Flush cut all growth below 1m

•

Dominant shoots (>50% trunk diameter) shoots to be
removed
Balance the trees (space branches evenly across tree;
don’t create a ‘chokepoint’)
“Clean up” the top 50cm of the trees. No shoots/spurs
Remove suckers (anything <80cm)
Maximum of 10-12 shoots per metre of trunk
Train strong shoots to pendant angle
Early and hard thinning

•
Selective pruning
(retention of some branches)

•
•
•
•
•

In addition to these treatments some additional shoot selection (remove narrow angles) and
tree training/branch thinning were undertaken.

Figure 7 Poled trees in March 2019

Figure 8 Selectively pruned trees in March 2019

Table 3 Results available to date. Average for measured trees across several growth metrics
Treatment

Average trunk
diameter (mm)
August 2018

Average trunk
diameter (mm)
March 2019

Average tree
height (m)
August 2018

Average tree
height (m)
March 2019

Branches per
tree in March

Poled

21.3

28.8 (+35%)

1.8

2.6 (+44%)

19.3

Branch
retention

20.4

26.7 (+31%)

1.8

2.4 (+33%)

12.9

Results to date would suggest the poling treatment was superior for this block. Conclusions to
date from the NSW DPI team are:
• Poled trees gained more height than selectively pruned trees
• Poled trees gained more trunk diameter
• Poled trees produced a greater number of new limbs providing more options for limb
selection and a more balanced canopy
• Tree growth was ‘choked’ above retained branches resulting in reduced vigour,
branching and height relative to poled trees
One additional point to note is the likely difference in fruiting wood quality for next year (third
leaf). Where branches were retained some nice spur wood should have formed given several
fruiting options. In poled trees, spur numbers are likely to be lower meaning a greater amount
of fruit being carried on axillary buds (annual wood)
Having seen this block at the end of it’s first leaf I would agree that poling was the best option
given the relatively poor ‘balance’ within the trees. Where trees are in very good health and
branches are in ideal positions branch retention can be a very good strategy, particularly when
looking to produce a good third leaf crop. With variability a key factor in orchard performance,
poling can provide a fresh start to variable young trees and ensure that uniformity is maximised
early in the block’s life.
Looking forward to seeing this young Kanzi block’s future performance.
Keep an eye on all Focus Orchard block progress through OrchardNet using the focus orchard
login (username: focus password: focus) and demonstration trial updates on the APAL website

